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Abstract: In the literature, many techniques have been proposed to preserve the privacy of data contents
through access control. In literary works, previous work focused on the privacy of data content, as well as
on access control, while less emphasis was placed on supervisory privileges, as well as privacy. We offer
almost anonymous privilege control to address data privacy issues, but also user identity privacy in the
current access control system. The method to control this privilege decentralizes the central authority to
reduce the flight of identity, thus acquiring almost anonymity and schematic tolerance against the
concessions of power. It allows servers in the cloud to administer access privileges to a user who is free to
know their identity information and the proposed scheme can defend the privacy of the user against each
authority.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Cloud technology has gained more attention from
several areas due to its recent profitability.
However, you must achieve at least three
challenges before you get to real life. The first is to
guarantee the confidentiality of the data. Since the
privacy of the data is not just about data content.
Users want to control the data management
privileges on other users, therefore, they not only
have access but also control the process. Secondly,
personal data are very vulnerable because their
identity is verified based on their data in order to
control access [1]. While people are more
concerned about the privacy of their identity, they
need protection. Finally, the cloud system must be
flexible in terms of security breaches where part of
the system is compromised by the attackers.
Several methods based on attribute-based
encryption have been proposed to ensure cloud
storage. Much of the work focused on the privacy
of data content, as well as access control, while less
emphasis was placed on the control of privileges,
as well as privacy of identity. In our work, we offer
ways to control almost unknown privileges to deal
with data privacy problems, but also the privacy of
the user's identity in the existing access control
scheme [2]. The control method over the proposed
privileges decentralizes the central authority to
reduce the identity leak and thus gain anonymity.
In addition, it simplifies file access control for
privilege control, where full process privileges are
maintained in the cloud data in a precise manner.
2. METHODOLOGY:
Identity-based encryption is provided by Shamir,
where the sender of the message can identify an
identity so that only the recipient with the
corresponding identity can decrypt it. Later,
encryption was proposed on the basis of a confused
identity, which is also recognized as encryption
based on attributes. Encryption based on tree-based
attributes, such as encryption based on key
attributes, as well as encryption based on the
attributes of the text encryption policy, reflects a
more general case of simple overlay. In encryption
mode based on coded text policy attributes, text is
created by access structures, which define the
encryption policy, and special keys are produced
with respect to user attributes. Previously, the focus
was on the privacy of data contents, as well as on
access control, while less emphasis was placed on
the control of privileges and privacy of identity.
Our goal is to achieve encryption based on the
characteristics of the encrypted text policy from
multiple parties to ensure the privacy of the
consumer identity of the data; and to carry out
attacks on the authorities. We provide a way to
control quasi-anonymous privileges to address data
privacy issues, but also the privacy of the user
identity in the current access control system. Our
plan achieves detailed control over privileges and
identity while controlling privileges based on user
identity information from multiple parties in the
cloud system. In contrast to data confidentiality,
less attention has been paid to protecting user
privacy during interactive protocols [3]. The user
identity is disclosed to the major exporters, and
exporters will provide special keys with regard to
their characteristics. But it seems natural that users
are eager to keep their identity confidential,
because they still get private keys. We therefore
suggest a way to control quasi-anonymous
privileges to allow cloud servers to manage access
privileges for users without knowing their identity
information. This method of controlling
decentralized privilege centralized power to reduce
identity leakage thus gaining anonymous
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anonymity and simplifying control of access to
files for control privileges, where the privileges of
all operations on cloud data are retained in fine
granular mode.
3. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SCHEME:
Cloud computing is a method of computing, where
resources are delivered dynamically through the
Internet and are outsourced to store data at a party.
This technology has many challenges, such as
guaranteeing the confidentiality of the data.
Personal data is at high risk when the identity is
validated based on your data for access control, the
cloud system must be flexible in relation to security
breaches when a part of the system is compromised
by the attackers [4]. To face the above challenges,
we provide a unique control method for our work,
which is almost unknown to address data privacy
issues, but also the privacy of the user's identity in
the existing access control system. Previous work
has focused on the privacy of data content, as well
as on access control, while less emphasis has been
placed on supervisory privileges, as well as
privacy. The expected privilege control technique
decentralizes the central authority to reduce identity
leakage and thus gain anonymity. The proposed
system is able to defend the privacy of the user
against each authority and here partial information
is revealed. The expected scheme is tolerant to
energy concessions. Simplifies file access control
for privilege control, in which process privileges
are fully preserved in the cloud data accurately.
Through multiple authorities in the cloud system,
our proposed scheme achieves anonymous and
highly sensitive identity control while controlling
privileges based on the user's identity information.
Our goal is to obtain a text-based encryption for a
textual policy, guarantee the privacy of the data
consumer's identity and carry out moderate attacks
against the authorities [5]. We have imagined that
the semi-honest authorities within the proposed
scheme assume that they will not collude with each
other, a presumption required within the proposed
system since each authority is responsible for a
subset of the specific characteristics specified.
When the information is collected from all the
authorities in its entirety, the full range of
characteristics of the principal student is improved
and, therefore, it is identified with the authorities.
In this sense, the proposed system is almost
anonymous, where partial identity data are revealed
to each authority, but we can obtain a complete
concealment of identity and complicity in
authorizations to the authorities. In our system
model, as shown in figure fig1, there are four
entities, such as: Attribute authorities, Server in the
cloud, Data owners and Consumer data. The user
can be the owner of the data and the consumer of
the data at the same time. Imagine that authorities
contain reliable capabilities and that they are
administered by government offices because some
features carry personal information to the user [6].
The complete set of attributes is separated into
separate groups and is managed with both powers
and, therefore, with all the conscious power of a
part of the attributes. A data owner is an entity that
uses the encrypted data file for servers in the cloud
that must have sufficient storage. Consumers of
recent private key data join all authorities and do
not define the characteristics managed by the
authorities. When data users request special keys
from the authorities, the authorities create and
redirect a special private key. Consumers of
complete data download encrypted data files, but
only those who convince their privilege tree keys
can perform the operation related to privileges. The
server is configured to perform a process and only
if the user's credentials are confirmed on the way
through the privilege tree.
Fig1. Overview of our scheme
4. CONCLUSION:
Cloud computing allows resources to be used
flexibly and inexpensively, but data is outsourced
to several cloud servers and privacy concerns arise.
Our goal is to achieve encryption based on the
characteristics of the encrypted text policy from
multiple parties to ensure the privacy of the
consumer identity of the data; and to carry out
attacks on the authorities. The previous work
focused on the privacy of data content, as well as
on access control, while less emphasis was placed
on monitoring privileges and identity privacy. We
provide a way to control quasi-anonymous
privileges to address data privacy issues, but also
the privacy of the user identity in the current access
control system. This proposed method decentralizes
central authority to reduce identity leakage, thereby
gaining anonymous anonymity and simplifying
access control of files to control privileges, where
all operations are granted cloud data. Keep it
detailed. The privilege control method, which is not
anonymous, allows cloud servers to manage access
privileges for users without knowing their identity
information. The proposed scheme is to defend the
privacy of the user against each authority, and here
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partial information is disclosed and is tolerant
against the authority's commitment. With many
authorities in the cloud system, our expected
scheme achieves control over privileges and
anonymous details while privilege control is
performed based on user identity information.
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